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A training style paying homage to early methods of strength development utilized before the era of modern gym 
equipment and health clubs. Simple programs and simple equipment is the name of the game here. 
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HISTORYHISTORYHISTORYHISTORY
Oldtime strongmen lifted rocks, logs, sandbags, fat bars, anvils, and barrels. Trained their grip to be 

ferociously strong. Focused on adding weight to basic movements: squat, deadlift, and overhead press. 
These are the types of things you'll find in    Dinosaur Training. 
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The term “Dinosaur” refers to the type of trainee who trains basic, hard nosed, simple programs and 
builds frightening strength because of it. Dinosaurs do not abandon the basics or jump ship for the next 
fad in exercise. Dinosaurs practice the same basic training of our forefathers in iron and build massive 

levels of power and muscle because of it. 
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Brooks Kubik authored many books and training courses detailing such training and individuals. An 
exceptional student of iron history and advocate of no non-sense strength training. Highly recommend his  

books and courses.
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KEY POINTSKEY POINTSKEY POINTSKEY POINTS

ABBREVIATED TRAININGABBREVIATED TRAININGABBREVIATED TRAINING Short, heavy workouts. High 
Intensity.

CONSISTENCYCONSISTENCYCONSISTENCY Stick to it! Infrequent workouts.

ODD OBJECTS ODD OBJECTS ODD OBJECTS  Build gnarly raw power by lifting the 
unordinary.
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